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Abatract
There is /.considerable- evidence that unpopularity as a child 
is related to the occurrence of ^ater behavior problem®. 
Furthermore, an intervention proqram has been developed to heip 
low status children qain acceptance amonq their peers. The 
results of the intervention show that children oarticlpatinq in 
this ’ ofdtrram can make lastinq qains in popularity, therebv 
decreasinq the probability of later behavior problems. The 
identification of these "at risk" children, however, is time 
consumino and cumbersome. Thouqh oresentiv orobiematic, teacher 
rati nqs show oromise as a method of assessinq unoopuiaritv in 
chi 1dren.
A total of 269 second qrade students and 11 teachers from 6 
Chicaqo area Catholic elementarv schools participated in the 
study. Two types of sociometric data were collected from each 
student. First, ever/ second qrader rated each student in their 
classroom on how much thev liked to olav with him/her. Mext, the 
children nominated their three best friends and their least liked 
classmates. After all the sociometric data were collected, each 
teacher completed a 26 item Teacher Ratinq Scale for every 
student in the class. s’or the analysis, the children were 
assiqned to one of five qrouos based on the sociometric data: 
positive stars, positives, neqatives, neqative stars and 
isolates. A factor analysis of the ^eaeher Ratina Scale revealed
three factors $ a'qqressi'on# isolation and denendence. Of these 
factors onIv the first two were significant as exhibited by a 
step-down F-test, Accordinq to discriminant analysis# the first 
factor best identifiedthe reiected children# or neqative stars# 
while the second factor best identified the isolates. 'The items 
that best oredict whether a child is of ^ow status will he 
retained in a revised version of the scale. Once the reiiahfiitv 
and validitv of the reduced item test have been verfied, a fast 
and efficient means of identifvino unnoouiar children will he 
available for use.
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Development of a teacher Batina Scale 
to Tden^J fv nnooDu^ar ^hiMren
studies have uncovered a relationship between 
ohitdha&d unwu^aritv and the development of later behavior 
problem®. itenqei (1971} found suicide to he related to a lack 
of peer acceptance, and a similar relationship has been noted for 
delinquency doff. Sells, and deaden, 1972). nilmann H9S7) 
showed that, teachers and peers were the best predictors o* 
whether or not a student would lat^r drop out of school. Their 
predictions ware based on poouiaritv ratinqs, Poor peer qroup 
adjustment earlv in life is also re1ated to "bad conduct" 
diseharqes from the miHiarv fRoff, 1961). Appearance on a 
community~wih> psychiatric r e q i s t e r  has aiso been found to be 
related to unpopular i tv as a child, Children identified in their 
first three years of school as vu!nerabie for the development of 
mental health problems later received siqnificantiv more 
psvcholoqical care than other children. The children "at risk" 
were likelv to be reiected bv the^r peers and were most reliably 
taqqed by teachers and peers usinq peer acceptance as their
criterion (Cowen, Pederson, Barbiaian, Tzzo, and ^rost, 1973). Tn 
another studv, the school records of thirty aduifs hospitalized 
for schizophrenia were compared to ninety control subjects. The 
preschizophrenic bovs were characterized as "unsocialized 
aqqressive", were less con^orminn and mo^e emotionally unstable.
The preschizophrenic qirls, on the other hand# were characterized 
as overinhihited and participated the least in social activities 
(Watt# Stoiorowi Luhenshv and McCieiiant# 1970), These behaviors 
are associated with unpoou^aritv as rated hv Deers (Eonnev and 
Powell# 1953).
It is oossibie that these later behavior problems can be 
avoided if intervention occurs earlv to increase the
acceptability of unpopular children Hv their peers. Oden and 
Asher (1977) examined the effects of a particular intervention 
proaram on socially isolated third and fourth arade students, 
'rtiev coached the children on social skills relevant to friendship 
makina in a qame situation, ^he coachino involved instructions 
about participation in a qame or activitv# cooperation with 
peers# communication with others and validation or supportinq 
playmates. After a four-week traininq period children in the 
coached qroup were siqnjficantiv more desired as playmates than 
children who had been paired with peers in a qame situation hut 
not coached or children in the control qroup, Even more 
encouraqinq# these children showed continued qains on a "plav 
with” ratinq scale when assessed aaain one vear 1ater. T^ w peer 
acceptance, however, seems to endure if no intervention is made 
(Asher and K/mel, in press).
It appears that eariv intervention mav hriqhten the futures 
of unpopular children. A relatively short traininq period on the 
social skills necessarv for makinq friends can have positive, 
lastina effects. Prior to »nte vention, "at risk” children must
h e  i d e n t i f i e d .  H o w e v e r  c u r r e n t  m e t h o d s  a r e  c u m b e r s o m e ,  r e q u i r i n q
responses from al' children in a classroom. Other methods are 
time consuming or l i m i t e d  in scone. teacher ratinqs show oromise 
but in their nresent form are onlv a moderately reliable means of 
classifying low status children. What is needed is an easvr 
efficient and reliable wav to identify these unpopular, ”at. risk" 
children. J*he development of an effective assessment technique 
requires that first, methods presentiv used be evaluated and 
second, dimension -elevant to popularity be examined.
Methods of Assessment
Current assessment techiques include behavioral assessment, 
sociometric measures and teacher -.udqments.
!?ehaL^' °L?J Assessment. Asher and Hvme1 Hn press) reviewed a 
var iet;v of methods used to identify behaviors that are related to 
unpopularitv. 'I’hese techniques include naturalistic observation, 
peer assessment, anaioq situations and simulation methods.
Most naturalistic observation studies are based on rate of 
interaction rather than qualitv of interaction. However,
researchers have found little re1ationship between frequency of 
interaction and popularity (neutsch, iQ74; Cottman, 1977* Hvmei 
and Asher, 1977; Jennings, 1975i. Tn addition, Jenninas (1975) 
i 1
demonstrated that soc i a1 knowledge has more to do witH
acceptabi1itv than freauencv of interaction, Another problem 
with naturalistic observation is that a1 though it mav be user! 
reiiaMv to identify unpopular preschool children it falls to 
identify unpopular elementrv school children. Possibly, the 
tvpes of friendship-makinq behaviors readily observed in the 
preschool classroom are less ilkelv to occur in the more hiqhlv 
structured elementrv education classroom (Asher and Hvmel, in 
press). Or, older children mav focus on behavioral dimensions 
that are less oommonlv observable (Scarlett, Press and opockett, 
1971). Final iv, observation methods usual lv miss low frequency 
behaviors ,such as temper tantrums,that mav be related to low 
acceptability amonq peers.
Peer assessmeent uses "inside observers", nameiv a child's 
peers. pnhis method mav be an open-ended verbal or written 
description pertaininq to what a child is like or reasons whv the 
examinee liker or dislikes someone. Or it mav be a structured 
interview or questionnaire examinina a child's perception of Deer 
behavior. The peer assessment technique has several advantaqes; 
a) it identifies dimensions that are psvchoioqlcaiiv siqnifleant 
at different aqe levels? h) children's iudqments of peers are 
likeiv to be based on more hours of observation than will those 
of an outsider? and c) children take into account low frequency 
behaviors. However, the technique is vulnerable to the halo 
effect: children will assian positive qualities to those thev
like or neqative qualities to to those thev dislike.
Furthermore, the technique requires a time-consumino, detailed
analysis hv the investiqator.
t^ or the analoq technique the experimenter arranqes a special 
situation to qain qreater control over possible influencinq 
variables, to produce qreater standardization across qroups for 
easv comparison, and to observe infreat.ent1v occurrinq behaviors. 
However, the analoq technique requires a complex codinq svstem 
and is limited to specific behaviors related to popularity. A 
more qlobai method is preferable for the initial assessment.
Final Tv, simulation methods provide information about the 
children's social know!edqe not reflected in their behavior. The 
child is qiven a hypothetical situation and asked what someone 
miqht do in that situation. This technique is based on the 
notion that a child's behavior does not necessarily indicate 
competence or lack of it and that behavior mav not lead to 
unpopularity, but rather unpopularity mav lead to the identifying 
behaviors. But disliked children exhibit social skill deficits 
even when the assessment is made independently of their peer 
qroup fAsher, Renshaw, Geraci and nor, Mote 21, As a result, 
determination of the directionality or the relationship between 
behavior and peer acceptance in actual behavioral setti nqs would 
lend credence to the results of simulation methods.
Sociometric Measures. Sociometric techniques are probably 
the most widelv used and reliable means of determininq the 
acceptability level of a child in reference to his or her peers*
0m d«f i n it ion, soeiometric measures provide a valid index for 
assess!nq the attraction between individual members of a qrouo. 
9oc i omet r i c scores for children tend toward qreater stability on 
both friendship choices and acceptance with increasinQ aqe. Bv 
the time most children reach the sixth qrade their choices are 
for the most part fixed (Busk, Ford and Schuiman, 1973). There 
are several different tvpes of sociometric measures each tanoinq 
a different dimension of social status, namelv nomination 
measures and variations of them, and ratinq scales (Asher and 
Hvmel, i n press),
'’’he nomination method was developed in 1934 hv Moreno (Asher 
and Hvmel, in press). Accord i nq to this technique, children are 
asked to nominate a certain number of classmates based on a 
specified criterion, ^hese criteria can be positive or neaative. 
For example # children mav be asked with whom thev most 1 ike to
plav or least like to work. The score a child earns equals the
total number of nomi nat i onss received from peers on each 
dimension. An advantaqe of the nomination method is that scores 
tend to be stable over time, at least for eiementrv school aqe 
children. Busk et. al. (1973) found the the followinq
test-retest corelations over an eiqht week period for positive 
nomination, scores: fourth qrade, r».76; sixth qrade, r*.84. 
Test-retest correlations drop considerably over a lonaer period 
of time. Roff et. al. (1972) found a correlation of .S2 over a
one vear period for positive nomination scores and a correlation
period for neaative scores. On theof ,38 over a one vear
preschool leve1, however, nomination scores are only moderately 
reliable even after * short interval (Moore and updeqraff, 1964). 
McCandless and Marshall (19S7) revised the technique so that 
preschoolers would onlv have to point to a ohotoqraoh of a peer 
rather than recall his or her name. Bv simolifvinq the task 
these investiqators hoped to raise the test-retest reiabiiitv. 
But the results show the test-retest correlation is still much 
lower than correlations computed usinq older children. An even 
more serious drawback of the nomination method is that it is 
limited to the few children who are nominated, ^he investiqator 
receives data on onlv a small proportion of the class: those who 
are verv popular or verv unpopular. information about the 
children between the extremes is sparse or nonexistent.
'the ratinq scale procedure is more encompassi nq. Children 
are qiven a list of all their classmates and are required to rate 
each of them accord!nq to specified criteria. For instance, 
children mav be asked to rate how much they like to plav with 
each of the it peers on a scale of one to five, with this method 
the Investiqator receives an indication of children's attitudes 
toward each qroup member, not iust those who are verv popular or 
unpopular. Furthermore, ratinqs yield somewhat hiqher 
test-retest reii abi11i es than nomination scores. Oden and Asher 
(1977) found the test-retest reliability for eleven classes of 
third and fourth qrade students over a six week period were .82 
for a "plav with” ratinq scale , .84 for a "work with" ratinq 
scale and .69 for positive nomination scores. Since a child s
score on the rating scale is an averaqe of ail the ratinqs 
received from a Tarqe numher of peers, a chanqe in one or two 
ratinqs would have little effect on the overall score, A sinqle 
chanqe in the numher of nominations received , on the other hand, 
could have a considerable effect on the distribution of scores. 
Therefore, ratinqs would be more likelv to he similar from one 
testinq to the next, oroducinq a hiqher test-retest correlation,
A final advantaqe of ratinq scales over nomination methods 
is a hiqh test-retest reliability with preschool children, 
Asher, Sinqleton, 'Mnsiev and Hvmei (1979) compared the 
reliabliitv of positive and neqative picture nominations with 
picture ratinqs, A qroup of four-vear-old children chose three 
peers thev most liked to piav with, ^hev also rated ail their 
peers bv puttinq their pictures in one of three boxes labelled 
with a happy, sad, or neutral face. The reliability coefficients 
over a four-week period were: i*,81 for the ratinq scale, r*.S6 
for the positive nomination method and r*.42 for the neqative 
nomination techique.
Evidence suqqests that the different tvpes of sociometric 
measures reveal different facets of a child's friendship status. 
For example, positive nomination scores indicate how many qrouo 
members have best friends while a ratinq vieids an overall level 
of acceptability amonq peers (Asher and Hvmei, in press). One 
child mav have no best friends but nevertheless be verv we^l 
liked, ^hus, both positive nominationss and ratinqs are needed 
to distinquish this child from another who has no best friends
9and is di si iked.
Furthermore, oositive and negative nomination methods do not 
test the same dimension. Hartup, m  azer and Chariesworth (1967), 
usinq a picture nomination techniaue on two c»assrooms of 
preschoolers, showed tha\ the correlates of acceptance differed 
from the correlates of rejection. More specifically, qivinq 
positive reinforcement was siqnificantiv related to acceptance 
but not reiection and qivinq neqative reinforcement was 
significantly related to rejection but not acceptance.
The distinction made between different tvoes of low status 
children requires that both positive and negative nomination 
techniques be used. Neq^ected children receive few or no 
positive and neqative nominations. Reiected children mav also 
receive few or no positive nominations , but in addition, receive 
several neqative nominations fAsher and Hvmei, in press). 
mherefora, because sociometric status is a multidimensional 
phenomenon, several different sociometric methods should be 
combined when class ifvino children.
Teacher Judgments. The ’•ast method of assessment to be 
reviewed reauires the classroom teacher to classify children for 
their iudqed level of acceptability amonq their peers. A variety 
of techniques has been used bv teachers ranging from nominations 
and qeneral categorization to more specific behavior checklists. 
Marshall and McCandless P957) found social acceptance in free
plav is moderately predicted by both sociometric score and 
teacher iudqments. Tn addition, a child's choice of best friend 
and teacher iudqment of best friend aqree with those from 
children's free piav. But Mcfandiess and Marshall (1957) later 
found that teachers differ in their accuracy of iudqments on 
children's best friends.
Horowitz (1961) showed a low vet siqnificant correlation 
between positive picture nominations and both teacher best friend 
ratinqs and actual free piav behavior. For the study, teachers 
listed a best friend for each child and the strenqth of their 
relationship: stronq, medium or weak. 'these ratinqs were
compared to sociometric scores cateqorized as stronq, medium or 
weak. Those cateqorized as stronq had the hiqhest coincidence 
with teacher ratinqs. 'thus, teachers can best identify students 
with a close best friend but have difficulty identifvinq weaker 
friendships.
Bonnev (1943a) had three teachers place their fifth qrade 
students in five cateqories: hiqhest, above averaqe, about
averaqe, below averaqe, and lowest group, teachers placed about 
ninetv percert of the children in the correct or adiacent 
quintile in comparison to the quintile derived from peer 
iudqments. However, individual teachers varv markedly in their 
ability to iudqe the sociometric status of their students 
(Gronlund, I960), 'the few teachers in the studv bv Bonnev (1943ai 
mav have been exceptionally perceptive in tbeir iudqments.
Subsequent!v, Bonnev (1947) used a laraer sample. He asked
hiqh schoo1 students to choose their two best friends. He then 
placed them into three qrouos: those who received three or more 
choices into the hiqh, those who received one or two into medium 
and those who received no choices into the low qrouo. Thirteen 
teachers were asked to out students in qrouos based on how manv 
choices thev thought each had received, when teachers did not 
know, thev marked "unable tc> iudqe". ^or tv-four percent of all 
the teacher ratinqs fell into the unable to iudqe cateqorv. For 
the remainino ratinqs the averaqe accuracv was fortv-five percent 
for the hiqh and middle qrouos and twentv-eiqht percent for the 
low qroup. 't'he teachers felt fairlv confident about iudqments on 
a&proximatelv half the students, and less than half of those 
iudqments were accurate.
Gronlund's ,1/150) studv comparina teacher ratinqs and 
sociometric scores revealed further weaknesses in teacher 
iudcrments. teachers ranked each sixth qrade student with, 
separate rankinqs for qirls and bovs, in the order which she 
iudqed thev wou/d be accepted bv their classmates based on her 
observance of preference of piav, work, and seatina companion. 
"These rankinqs were compared to positive nomination scores 
received bv each child on each criterion, teachers were also 
asked to list the three students thev most preferred and the 
three students thev least preferred in their classroom. Gronlund 
found that teachers varv in their accuracv of iudqments of 
sociometric status. teachers were ^ess accurate in their 
iudqments of children's sociometric choice of piav companion than
work or seating companion. furthermore, teachers mav he biased 
in their iudqments based on how wel l thev like the student, 
teachers tended to overiudqe the sociometric status of the 
children thev most preferred and underiudqe the sociometric 
status of children thev least ©referred, ^he more biased the 
teacher was in the direction of her ©reference the less accurate 
were her iudqments of sociometric status.
Despite the onlv moderate reliabljltv of teacher iudqments 
of peer acceptance, this method shows promise as a means of easv 
Identification, Other studies show that teachers can readiiv 
identifv specific behaviors related to sociometric status, 
Bolstad and Johnson (1977) had teachers rate children as best, 
averaqe or worst behaved in the classroom based on specific 
behaviors, A hiqh test-retest reiiabilitv was found for 
identification of children bv teachers as least well behaved, 
furthermore, teacher ratings on classroom behavior were 
convergent on the assessment of the children's actual classroom 
behavior. Lesser (1959) found a high significant correlation 
between peer group ratinas and teacher observation of specific 
aqqressive behaviors. Tf the important behaviors related to peer 
acceptance are identified and ooerationaailv defined, teachers 
should be able to accuratelv rate children on these criteria 
suggestinq a simple reliable means of identifving unpopular 
ch i1dren.
To summarize, methods for behavioral assessment and
sociometric measures are troublesome as means of identification,
esppc ian  v for 1 arqe populations. Observation and soc’ometrio 
measures, thouqh currency the dominant assessment technioues, 
present manv problems for the investiqator. 'fo classifv a child 
bv naturalistic observations requires manv hours of observation* 
But other children in the classroom must also be assessed, 
demandinq a substantial investment of time before an 
interventation could begin, Sociometrics, thouqh more practical 
than observation as an identification method, also place a burden 
on the investigator, Data must be collected from ail the 
children in the classroom. Absences and parental refusal to 
grant permission fo- their children's participation can 
complicate assessment. On the other hand, if teachers could rate 
children on a few behaviors important to popularity, 
identification of low status children would be easv and 
efficient.
Behaviors Related to Peer Acceptance 
Behaviors related to peer acceptance mav be broken down into 
four general categories: behaviors related to personality traits, 
peer interactions, social knowiedqe and cognitive factors. The 
behaviors associated with these components appear to be related 
to p o d u 1 a r i tv in varying deg rees *
Persona1i tv ^ r a i t_s. One element of popularity is
personality. A variety of personality traits have been shown to
relate to whether or not a child wii1 he accented hv his or her 
peers, Popular children Pali at the more socially desirable end 
of a trait dimension while unpopular children occudv the more 
neqative end. Kuhlon and Tee (1943) studied sixth, ninth and 
twelfth qrade students. T'hev found that the children who
received the larqest number of friendship choices were also 
iudqed as beinq most popular, cheerful, happv, enthusiastic, able 
to eniov iokes, and were initiators of qames and activities. 
Jenninqs (1 943) compared the hehaviors of qiris who received few 
positive nominations and qiris who received manv nominations from 
their peers. 'the qiris who scored low on friendship were
quarrelsome, compiaininq, nervous and aqqressive. Tn contrast, 
the qiris who scored hiqh on friendship were characterized as 
havinq an even disposition and havinq initiative. Olson (1949) 
obtained similar results. Children with manv friends were 
classified as qood natured, quiet, friendlv, well adiusted and 
dependable. Children with few friends were classified as ill, 
suik v , exhibitinq conduct problems, hossv and shv,
As mentioned previouslv, however, low status children are 
not a homoqeneous qroup. Unpopular children mav be neqiected, 
aloof rrom or reiected hv peers (Asher md Hvmei, in press). 
Northwav (1944) studied fiftn and sixth qrade students with low 
sociometric status and characterized three different personality 
tvoes which correspond to the above three tvpes of low status 
children respecti /elv.
Neglected children were classified as listless, a1oof children as 
quiet, retiring and socially uninterested and rejected children 
as noisy, rebellious and socially ineffective. Gottman f1977> 
examined ignored (neqlected) children and found that the/ 
received the lowest scores on peer acceptance. Furthermore, they 
scored hiqh on a set of shv, anxious and fearful behaviors. He 
also observed that neqlected children frequently "tuned out" when 
alone. More popular children, on the other hand, are less likely 
to be alone durinq free plav or activity periods (Bonnev and 
Powell, 1953).
therefore, it mav be possible to distinguish between popular 
and unpopular children based on personality traits. Tjow status 
children can be further divided into qroups on the basis of 
personality characteristics. Then behaviors related to various 
traits can be rated bv the teacher for each child as a means of 
classification. Personality traits seem to consist of three 
dimensions: aqqressiveness, arixietv and shvness. Popular 
children seem to score hiqh on the positive end of each 
dimension. Thev are qood natured, well adjusted and outqoinq. 
Unpopular children seem to score hiqh on the negative side. 
Furthermore, these low status children can be differentiated 
based on which one or two or three of the dimensions thev score 
high on. For example, neqlected children score hiqh on the 
shvness and anxietv dimensions, JUoof children appear to be shv 
and rejected children would probably be rated as hiqhiv 
aggressive and slightly anxious. Therefore, how teachers rate
anxiouschildren, on aqqressive, 
classify children as 
rejected.
ei ther
and shv behaviors will help 
popular, aloof, neqiected, or
Peer Interactions. The wav in which the child interacts with 
his/her peers mav also influence social status, furthermore, it 
appeals to be the auaiitv not the auantitv of social interaction 
that determines popularity. No relationship exists between the 
relative frequency of peer interaction and peer qroup acceptance 
(Gottman, 1977). But in qenerai, positive peer interactions have 
been found to relate to acceptance (Marshall and McCandless, 
1957) and neqative peer interactions relate to rejection 
(Gottman, 1977),
Those studvinq peer interactions have considered four broad 
cateqories: voluntarv participation in a peer aroup, deqree of
cooperation and helpfulness, effectiveness of communication, and 
of support. Tn a review of the literature Asher, Renshaw and 
Gercaci (1980) found children who are accepted bv the peer qroup 
are more likelv to participate in peer qroup activities, are more 
cooperative and helpful, communicate more effectively and are 
more friendly and supportive of their neers (Asher, Oden and 
Gottman, 1977? Hartuo,1970? Moore, 1967). Participation is 
defined as piavinq with other children and pavina attention. 
Cooperation is operationalized as takinq turns and/or sharinq 
materials with peers, while communication involves taikino with
and listening to others. Support is given hv offering help or 
encouragement (Asher, Renshaw and Geraci, 1980).
Bonnev and Powell (1953) found that popular children 
paricioate and cooperate more with the peer group than unpopular 
children. These children were observed in free plav, activity 
periods and controlled classroom situations. Bonnev and Powell 
showed that popular children make more voluntary contributions to 
their peer group, are less likelv to be alone during free plav or 
activity periods, frequently engage ir, some form of cooperative, 
voluntary group participation and smile more than unpopular 
children. Jennings (1943) examined the relationship between 
cooperation, communication, and popularity. The results showed 
that girls with manv positive nominations were more cooperative 
and girls with few positive nominations were more quarrelsome. 
Unpopular girls also impaired effective communication be 
interfering with the peer qroup's activities and exhibiting 
attention-seeking behavior.
Bartup, Glazer and rhariesworth (1967) studied the 
relationship between support and acceptance. Two classrooms of 
preschoo1 children were observed for peer reinforecment and both 
positive and negative nomination scores were obtained. Positive 
reinforcement was defined as giving attention and approval, 
showing affection and personal acceptance, being submissive or 
presenting tokens. Negative reinforcement was defined as 
refusing to submit or cooperate, withholding positive 
reinforcement, ignoring overtures from others, interfering with
the peer qroup's activities, showing rMiculo and disapproval, 
placinq blame or tattlinq, and attackinq peers either physically 
or bv threats. Obviously, there is much overlao between support 
and the other three tvpes of peer interactions.
lartuo et. al. (1967) found that social acceptance was 
siqnificantlv related to qivinq positive reinforcement but not 
neqative reinforcement, while relection was siqnificanf.lv related 
to oivinq neqative reinforcement but not positive reinforcement. 
Children received more positive reinforcement from liked rather 
than disliked peers hut children did not receive more neqative 
reinforcement from disliked that liked peers. Overall, more 
positive than neqative reinforcement was received from both liked 
and disliked peers. Thus, oonuiar children seem to offer more 
positive support to their peers than unpopular children. Yet 
unpopular children do not appear to be that much more neqatively 
supportive. Perhaps neqative peer interactions, thouqh 
contributinq to status, are not as important a factor as positive 
i nteractions.
Lesser (19691 looked more specifically at the relationship 
between aqqression (as neqative reinforcement! and peer qroup 
acceptance. Seventy-four white, lower class hovs in the fifth 
and sixth qrades received positive and neqative nomination scores 
to determine sociometric status, ^he "Guess who" technique was 
employed to measure aqqression. Accordinq to this method, 
children are qiven a list, of descriptions and then asked to name 
one or more of their peers that M t  each description. Lesser
described five categories of aggressive behavior:
^* Provoked physical aggression: to physicaliv attack or
jniure after provocation
2* outburst aggression: to display an uncontrolled "temper 
tantrum”
3. unprovoked physical agqression: to physicaliv attack or 
iniure without provocation
4. verbal aggression: to verbally attack or iniure
5• indirect aggression: to attack or iniure indirectly
through another person or object
The results indicated a negative correlation between aggression 
and popularity. While provoked physical aggression was 
relatively approved of, verbal and indirect aggression were 
strongly disapproved of bv children. unpopular children tend to 
be more aggressive than popular children and thev are more likely 
to exhibit verbal or indirect aqgression than other tvpes of 
aggressive behavior.
Thus, the qualitv of peer interactions appears to influence 
peer group acceptance. Participating, cooperating, 
communicating, and positively reinforcing are a*11 related to 
beinq popular. Failure to interact in these wavs contributes to 
unpopularity. Apparently nociometric status is due more to a 
lack of positive peer interaction than an abundance of negative 
peer interaction though neqative interactions do relate to 
reiection, as seen bv the relationship between certain types of 
aggression and unpopularity. Because peer ir tractions are 
readily observable, classroom teachers should easily he able to
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rate children on behaviors related to oeer qroup participation , 
cooperation, communication, and support.
Soc i a! Know!edge. Asher, Henshaw and Geraci (1980) have 
hypothesized that the decree of social competence a child 
possesses influences his or her acceptance among peers. Or 
possibly, contrary to what Asher et. ai. believe, unpopular 
children do have appropriate and well deveiaped ideas about how 
to interact with peers in various situation; but for some unknown 
reasons do not act on that knowledge. Assuming that children's 
behavior is not necessarily regulated hv their social knowledge, 
at least in the case of low status children, ideas about what to 
do in differing circumstances should be examined indeoendent of 
the normal peer qroup and with minimum performance demands.
This approach was used hv Gottman, Gonzo and 9asmusson 
(1978) to show children who were well liked bv their Deers are 
also knowledgeable on a how-to-make-f r i ends task, while less 
desired children were not as aware of how to make friends. Ladd 
and Oden (1979) studied children's ideas about helpfulness with 
third and fifth araders. They had each child look at three 
cartoons in which one of the pictured children needed help. ^he 
children were then asked what thev would do to aid the needy 
child, and how would thev want to be helped if thev were the 
distressed child. Ladd and Oden (19791 found the responses from 
the he!oee and/or helper across the three different situations
were similar, indieatinq shared knowledae of peer norms on the 
proper heipinq strateqies in a variet.v of social situations. 
However, low status children qave more unique responses to the 
hypothetical situations than their peers. nnooouiar children 
appear to be less aware of peer norms of helpful behavior. Tn 
addition, helpfulness nominations are hiqhiv related to measures 
of peer acceptance and friendship. Thus, the amount of social 
knowledqe a child has at least in terms of helpfulness and how to 
make friends seems to influence his or her acceptance amonq 
peers, lendinq support to the Asher et. ai. (1980) hypothesis.
A study by Asher and Renshaw (Note, 1), which examined 
social know!edqe more qeneraliv,, also strenqthens the Asher et. 
a!. (1980) arqument for a relationship between social competence 
and popularity. Thev showed sixty-five kinderqarten children 
nine differennt hypothetical situations reauiHnq some 
communication or action by one of the Dietrued children. 
Basically, there were three different types of situations. The 
first involved initiation of social relations w’th other 
children. The second looked at maintenance of already 
established social relationships, and the third set of 
circumstances required manaqement of conflict between peers. The 
subjects were asked what he or she would do in this situation.
After eateqorizinq and sortinq the responses, Asher and 
Renshaw (Note, 1.) found that desoite the similarity on the three 
most common answers from both the popular and unpopular children 
the two orouDS cou1d be differentiated based on social knowledqe.
Low status children were more likelv to he i nanoroor * ate** v 
negative, These neqative responses sometimes suqqesteu the use of 
physical aqqression, especially in conflict situations. Hiqh 
status children were more likelv to use prosocial and 
sophisticated strateqies in a1l three situations. in contrast, 
unpopular children showed less sophistication in handiinq the 
evervdav tasks of childhood, mfteir answers were more vaque and 
lackina in specificity. Furthermore, low status children were 
more likelv to suqaest seekinq an authority fiqure as a solution 
to prohlems with which they should have been able to ;ooe on 
their own. Seeminqiv, a lack of ideas about initiatinq and 
maintaininq relationships, plus manaqinq conflict in social 
relationships relates to acceptance level.
In the same study, Asher and Renshaw fNote, M  air.o looked 
at assertiveness, relationship enhancement and effectiveness . An 
assertive response was defined as more active than passive, 
tvpicallv involvinq seif-initiative, and could be prosocial or 
antisocial in nature but was not svnonomous with be i nq 
aqqressive. A relationship enhancinq response was characterized 
as anv response likelv to maintain or enhance a positive 
relateonsh*o between peers, and an effective response was defined 
as one responsive to the circumstantial demands and likelv to 
solve the existinq orohiem. The investiqators found that popular 
and unoopular children do not differ siqnificantiv on 
asser t i veness• Howeve r, d o d ular chii dren we re siqni ^  i can11v more 
r e1 a11onsh ip enhanci nq and effective . Low status children's
ideas were both less effective in social Problem solv'nq and less 
likelv to form success^u * relationships with Deers than those of
hiqh status children.
Apparently, children's social behavior is requiated hv their 
social knowledge and social competence, and is related to
pooularitv. Studies show low status children have fewer 
appropriate ideas about how to act in a variety of situations 
than do hiqher status peers. Social knowiedqe thus mav be
another factor teachers can use to identify unpopular children bv
r a t i na each child on specific behaviors related to social
competence.
Cogn 11ive Factors. 'I'he relationships of s e v e r a l  different 
coqnitive factors to popularity have a l s o  been studied: 
egocentric speech, i nteiiiqence, academic success and creativity. 
0^ the elements listed onlv some are related to popularity and 
some oniv at particular points of development.
tn the case of eqocentr i c communication a curvilinear 
relationship to friendship has been suqqested (Deutseh, 1974? 
Rubin, '972). Deutseh (19741 tested sixty white middle class 
q ’H s  to determine if there was anv relationship between the 
child's ahnitv to take the view of the other and noouiarUv. 
Deutseh found that eqocentrIc communication was related to the 
amount of social interaction but not to sociometric friendship 
status. Since there is no relationship between frecruenev of peer
interaction and acceptance (Gottman, 1R77), one miqht conclude 
that there is no relationship between eqocentric soeech and 
sociometric status in oreschool children. Rubin (1972), however, 
did find a relationship between eqocentric communication and 
popularity for kindergarten and second qrade students. For the 
study, ton bovs and ten air Is in each of the following qrades 
were tested: kinderqarten, second, fourth, and sixth. Rubin 
found that kinderqaten and second qrade students' eqocentric 
communication was siqnificantlv related to friendship. Yet no 
relationship existed between eqocentric communication and 
friendship for fourth and sixth qrade children. Thus, the
ability to take the role of the other in kinderqartenn and second 
qrade may he1© children make and keen friends but. has little or 
no effect before or after this period.
Other studies have shown that intelligence and academic 
achievement alone do not influence popularity. But if peer 
acceptance is related to intelligence in combination with
creativity, clearcut distinctions *n status can be made.
Bonnev (1943b) looked at the constancy of and
interrelationships between social acceptance, mutual friendships, 
intellectual brightness and academic achievement. From qrades 
two to four all measures except mutual friendship remained 
constant. As expected, a significant relationship was found 
.'between..' social acceptance and mutual friendships. TO was 
slanificant1v related to academic achievement. But there was no 
relationship between social acceptance and mutual friendship on
the one hand and 10 and academic achievement on the other* 
Therefore, social success does not seem to be a consecruence of 
intellectual brightness or academic achievement.
Yet, Waliach and Koaan (1972) found that if children are 
classified aionq the indeoendent dimensions of intelligence and 
creativitv, four tvoes of children could be identified each with 
a different social acceptance level. The high creat i vi tv-higrh 
intelligent children are the most popular and the high 
creativitv-low intelligent children are the most unpopular. Low 
creativitv-high intelligent children tend to remain aloof whi1  ^
low creativitv-1ow intelligent children are the most socially 
extroverted.
Tn terms of cognitive factors then, TO and academic success 
have little value for identifying Hat risk* children because 
these factors are not related to acceptability. 9ut kindergarten 
through second grade teachers mav be able to classify low status 
children based on behaviors related to egocentric communication 
and role taking abilities* final lv, though doubtful, teachers 
could passihiv identify untmbutar children hv determining their 
creativitv-intel1igence tvps.
Summary. Popularity related to certain types of 
personality traits* neer interactions, social knowledge and 
cognitive factors* dertgih. behaviors associated with these 
components ire observable in the classroom. Tf teachers
cou1^ rate children on the most Important of these behaviors, low 
status "at risk" children cou^d quick!v and easily be identified 
for placement in an Intervention oroqram. The foiiowlnq is a 
list of behaviors linked to low status, ^he relative importance 
of these behaviors to acceptance is vet to be determined.
TABLE OF BEHAVIORS RELATED to LOW SOCTOMETRIO STATUS
I. Personalitv Traits
A. Ouarrelsome, aqqressive, compiainino, 111, suikv, bossv,
conduct problems
B. Wervous, anxious
r. Shv, quiet, ret i r i nq, socialiv uninterested, "tuned out" 
IT. Peer Interactions
A. Lack of voluntarv peer qroun participation
1. Not piavinq with others
2. Not oavinq attention
B. Noncomp1i anee
1. Refuse to cooperate or submit
2. Withhold aid to peers 
r. Ineffective communication
1. Interfering with peer qroun activity
2. Exh1hitinq attention seekinq behavior 
D. Lack support of peers
1. withhold positive reinforcement
2. Show ridicule and disapproval
3. Place blame or tattle
4. Exhibit verbal and indirect aqqression
5. Tqnore overtures from others
III. Social Knowledge
A. A larqer number of unique solutions to problems
concerninq helpinq hehavior
B. Give inappropriate!v neqative solutions to evervdav
social problems
1. Use physical aqqression in conflict situations
2. Unnecessarily appeal to authority
C. Lack sophistication and vaque in social problem solvinq
D. Less relationship enhancement
E. Ineffective
IV. Cognitive Factors
A. Eqocentric communication in kinderqarten fchrouqh second
qrade
B. - High creativity*-1 ow intelligence
Factors Related to Test Development
The above listed behaviors suqgest the dimensions along 
which teachers shouin rate children to determine level of 
pooularitv. But how should the teacher ratinq scale be tested to 
vieid a reiiahie assessment method and what are some factors 
relevant to its development*5
To construct a valid teacher ratinn scale of social 
competence of children, it will orobablv be best to determine its 
structure bv comoarinq it to sociometric techniques. If ratings 
and both positive and negative nomination scores are used then 
popular, aloof, neqiected and rejected children can be 
differentiated on the teacher ratinq scale by determining which 
behaviors as rated bv teachers are related to each tvoe of child 
as defined by sociometric measures. This distinction could be 
valuable in determininq which low status children are at risk and 
what tvpe of intervention proqram would he most effective for 
that tvoe of child.
Two issues relevant to the development of a teacher ratinq 
scale are aqe and sex differences in children's view of 
friendship. Several studies have shown that vounqer children 
look at concrete behaviors in choosinq their friends whi1e older 
children use a more abstract basis. Scarlett, Press and Crockett 
(19771 found that vounqer children tended to use more personal 
and concrete constructs in descrihinq their peers while older 
children use more abstract descriptfb.ns* Furthermore, when vounq 
children evaluate kindness thev look at the outcomes of actions
but oider children also consider intentions (Baldwin and Baldwin, 
19701* A three stage model of friendship determinants has been 
developed based on these observations* first, children develop 
friendships with their oiavmates or children with whom thev have 
contact frequently. Whether the friendship is formed depends on 
how reward i nq the association is* Later, children will choose 
friends with mutual interests. These friendships are based on 
normative expectations. Finailv, children base friendships on 
mutual sharing of thoughts, interests or feelings (Damon, 1977; 
Bigelow, 1977). Thus when devising a teacher rating scale, the 
aqe of the children to he classified will in part determine the 
behaviors rated,
Hvmel and Asher (1977) have suqqested that hovs and girls 
use some what different criteria when evaluating popularity. 
This would impiv that separate teacher rating scales should he 
Revised for males and females. However, Asher and Hvmel (in 
press) show that inclusion of nominations and ratings bv opposite 
sex peers does not qreativ a1 ter the distribution of popular-tv 
scores based on same sex peer's evaluations. Therefore, it 
appears that a sinqle scale can be used bv teachers for both hovs 
and girls.
Summary
Certain children tend to be unooouiar among their classmates 
and these unaccepted children appear to be more inclined to
develop later behavior problems than their peers. Tf intervention 
occurs to increase the poouiaritv of a low status chird then the 
risk of later behavior difficulties mav be lessened. 
Intervention proqrams have been shown to help unpopular children 
make lastinq qains in acceptability. But before intervention can 
beqin the unpopular children must be identified and several 
methods of doinq so were reviewed. Of those, behavioral 
assessment and sociometric measures prove to be cumbersome, time 
comsumina and expensive as a means o* ident*picat ion. On1v 
teacher judgments show promise as an easv and effective wav to 
reveal 1ow status children. At present, however, teacher's 
rat;nqs of children do not relate sufficiently to sociometric 
results to warrant their use as a means of evaiuat-nq status.
Ideallv, a scale should he developed takinq aqe into 
account, requiring teachers to rate their students on a number of 
specific behaviors important to popularity. in this paper, 
elements of personality tracts, peer interactions, social 
knowledge, and cognitive factors were found to influence Peer 
qroup acceptance, behaviors associated with these factors could 
be rated m  teachers and compared to a current, reliable means of 
ident fvina low status children. ^hrouqh item analysis# the 
behaviors relevant to popularity can be determined and the seal# 
can be shortened into a more manaqeabie form. After a series of 
such adjustments and comparisons# a simple, and reliable teacher 
rating seal# for the ident i Heat ion of unpopular children should
MK'T'HODS
Subjects» 13 teachers and 269 second qrade students from 6 
Chicaqo area cathoi ic eiementarv schools oarticiDated in th»s 
studv• 'fhe comoos it ion of the sample consisted of about half
males and half females and about three quarters of the students 
were white, one Quarter black and several subjects were hisoanic. 
Kach teacher rated 31 ! of his/her students and each ch^id
evaluated evervone of his/her classmates. Parents were notified 
about the nature of the studv bv a letter sent out bv each 
school s orincioa 1 , Tf a child'*® parents refused to let that
child be involved in ►he research then that ohPd was not rated
bv the teacher or fellow classmates and did not evaluate others, 
^he classes varied qreativ in the number of nonoar t i-c* oat i no 
students. In most classes o n W  one or two students were not 
allowed to take oart, but in two classes, almost a third of the 
ouoiis were refused oermission to be in the stud'* bv their 
parents.
Procedure. 1. Durinq class time, the teacher qave each 
second qrader a class roster (see Aooendix ti. *iext to each name 
was three faces: the face on the left was frowni nq, the face in 
the middle was neutral (the mouth is a straiqht line!, and the 
face on the right was smilina. ^he children w#re asked to
evaluate each of their classmates on how well thev liked 
with that, child. Tf thev did not like to piav with th
pi av
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thev out an "X" throuqh the frovnnq face. Tf thev if kerf to olav 
with that child thev put an "X" throuqh the smilinq face. Tf 
thev didn t care if thev piaved with the child thev out an MXM 
throuqh the middle, neutral face. Each child's name was called in 
order by the teacher, accordinq to the class roster, and the 
desiqnated child raised his/her hand whi1 e the other children 
rated him/her.
2. After the rat’nqs were collected, a fresh roster was
passed out to the children. ^h i s roster did not have the faces
on it. The students were then asked to circle the name of their
best friend and put a number wi'* next to the name. Thev were
*
also asked to circle the names of their second and third best 
friends piacinq the numbers *’?" and "V* resoectiveiv next to each 
circle. Next, the students were asked to out an HX" throuqh the 
name of the child thev liked the least and put a number "4* next 
tt* Tbe names of their second ar<d third least liked 
c1 assmates were also crossed off and numbered **>" and M6" 
resoectiveiv.
These data were used to compute the affect, positive and 
neqative nomination scores with which each teacher's raft mis were 
comoared. Positive affect scores were defined as the total 
number of si mlinq faces crossed off for each child, Neqative 
affect scores were defined as the total number of frown*na faces 
crossed off for each child, 'I'he nomination scores were weiqhted 
in the followina manner: best friend scored as f, second belt 
friend as 2, thi rd best friend as 1 for the nos i ti ve nomina t’on s:
least liked classmate scored as 3, second least liked as 2, and 
third least liked as l for the neaative nomint ions. The weiqhted 
nomination scores were totalled For ach student vieldinq a 
positive and neqative nomination score. All four scores were 
divided hv the class size to normalize the data acrcss the 
d  asses.
3. After data for the class had been compiled, the teacher 
completed one teacher Rat i nq Scale for #tach I ft Hie class
(see Appendix 2). fhe scale consisted of twPftfv-gijx bipolar 
behavioral items to be rated on a five point scale, for example, 
teases other children to does not tease other children, and waits 
to be approached bv others to initiates interactions with 
classmates are the first two items on the scale. These items 
were derived from the factors believed to be important in 
determininq a child's poouiaritv level. Durinq the test 
construction process, several people includfnq a second qrade 
teacher reviewed and made suqqestions on the first drafts of the 
scale. The teachers were asked to rate each item based on their 
observations and impressions of the child durinq the oast month.
4. for the data anal vs is the chi1dren were placed into one 
of five aroups based on their soeiometrie scores.
Insert Fiqure 1 about here
The cut-off points were chosen to be the mean rat*o scopes across
avv sublects for each tvpe of sociometric data: oosHive and
neqatlye affect f X»•4 6 If, s«.1 8 7$ % X •.7 2 2 6 , s* * 1 8 8 8 1 , and
positive and neqative nomination scores fx*.2668, s*.2863;
X*.2824, s*.26781. The quadrant the student fett into on each
graph was used to ass iqn him/her to either the positive stars,
pps i 11ves, neclativesr neqative st*>e$ or i sol ates f see Fiq. 1)•
A positive star was def ined as anv chi id receiving manv positive 
rating and nominations hut few or no negative ratings or 
nominations. Positives scored hiqh on positive affect, *ow on 
positive nominations, and low on at 'ieast negative affect or 
nominations. Negatives scored tow on at teas^ positive affect or 
nominations and hiqh on negative affect or nominafcions. 81tide nts 
who scored hiqh on aV* dimensions were also placed in the 
neqative qroup. Neqative stars scored hiqh on both neqative 
affect and nominations and low on positive affect. Tsoiates were 
avowed some neqative ratings but otherwise scored ^ow on alt the 
other sociometric evaluations. Once the children were assigned 
to groups a factor anaVvsis was performed on the Teacher Rating 
Scale. The factors derived from this analvsis were compared to 
the sociometric groupings using discriminant anatvsis.
Resutts
Lb*ercorrelations. An intercor relational matrix was computed 
ust na affect, nomi nat: ion and teacher rat i no scores. The
intercorrelations among the sociometric data were about as
e x p e c t e d  f O i  t h e  a f f e c t -  s c o r e s  h u t  s o m e w h a t  l o w e r  t h a n
anticipated for the nomination scores* Positive and negative 
affect scores were highly fiegatlvelv correlated, while
the correlations between the affect and nomination scores were 
moderate. The correlations of positive affect with positive and 
neqatlve nomination scores were . 4 6  and - . 4 3 ,  resoeeti veiv. 
MeqatIve a * feet correlated with oos i ti ve and neaa11ve nomi nation 
scores at the levels of -.23 and .S4. The correlation between
pos i t i ve and nee a t i ve nom i na 11 on sco res was -.20,.
The correlations bet ■ vee n the four soci ome t rIc sc ores and 
teacher ratings are shown in ^abie I. Teacher ratings correlated 
most highly and most often with negative affect.
Insert ^abl e I about here
Positive and neaative affect scores correlated with the teacher 
items to about the same decree but in the opposite direction as 
expected based on the hiqh neaative correlation between the 
affect scores. As '’’able l indicates, o n W  two of the 
correlations between teacher ratines and affect were 
insianifleant? seventeen correlations of items with positive 
affect and eighteen correlations of items with nenat^ve affect 
had r's > .30. Positive and negative nomination scores were for 
the most part weak Iv or not correlated with the I terns on the 
Teacher Patina Scale. h n W  two teacher items were mildly related
to positive nominit?onss trvina. when piavinq games and hetnq 
content and happv. Six teacher ratings were moderately 
associated with negative nominations: teases, 1 s secretive# is 
defiant in the classroom# destroys other^s orooertv# verbalW 
threatens# and fights,
the correlations among the teacher ratings were consideraM v 
higher then the other correlations discussed thus ■ *ar.
Insert ^ahie 7 about here
As seen in ^able 2, items that were expected to be highiv 
correlated ta.q. Item 16, hits# kicks# bites other children with 
Item 24# fights with other children! were generally highiv 
correlated. Ttems that were not expected to be related fe.g. 
Item R, verbalIv threatens other children with Ttem 14, is 
fearful and/or afraid of new things! were not correlated.
Factor Anal vs is. ^he pattern of intercorrelations among the 
teacher ratings suggested an underlving factor structure, and a 
factor analysis of the teacher Rating Scale revealed three 
factors.
The communalitv approximations were computed using squared 
multiple covariance. ^he approximations were all rather high 
with a range of .46 to ,73. About half of the communalitv 
aooroximat 1ons *e1i in the ranee of ,50 to .59.
The three factors were derived bv a varimax orthoqonai 
rotation of the factor matrix/
Insert ’’able 3 about here
Table 3 reveals that manv Hems load hfqhiv on Factor I or Factor 
II but onlv several of the items related to acceptance load 
hiqhlv on factor ITT.
Insert Figure 2 about here
As seen in Fiqure 2, items that load hiqhly on one factor are for 
the most part uncorrelated with the other two factors. Thus, the 
rotation resulted in a simple factor structure.
pi scr i mi nant Anal vsi s. For this anal vs is the three factors 
from the teacher Ratine Scale were compared to the five qrouos 
based on the sociometric data. Accordinq to a steodown F-test 
only Factors I and IT were- sianificant fFf4,2641*12.20, © <.0l 
and Fi4,2631*2•4R, p <. OS, respectivelyl.
Insert ^abie 4 about here
Factor T best ^^SGr^mtnate^ negative stars and Factor TT hast 
discriminated tha isolates frofu tKe other qrouPs as indicated in 
Table'--4*.
the sociowetrto qroupi nqs on1v accounted for twentv-one 
percent of the variance in all three factors accordion to Manova 
eta-squared.
Discussion
The intercorrelations amonq the four sociometric scores were 
of the maqnitude and in the direction anticipated from the 
literature review. The hlqh neqative correlation between the 
positive and neqative affect scores was exoected because if a 
child was qtven manv positive ratinqs he/she wou!d orobablv not 
receive manv neqative ratinqs due to the restricted nature of the 
affect sca*»e. For each ratinq, a child can oniv receive one 
positive or one neqative evaluation. The affect and nomination 
scores were moderateiv associated. A stronq relationship between 
these two types of sociometric measures would be surorisinq 
because thev are measur i nq different aspects of acceptance. The 
affect scores are tappinq overall likeabilitv while the
nomination scores are indicators of personal -friendship.. .status. 
Lastly, the relationship between the positive and neqative 
nomination scores was weak. Previous research had already 
verified that positive and neqative nomination methods do not 
seem to tap the same dimension (**artuo, mazer and
£hariesworth,196TV , Since these 
reflect ions of the same attribute , 
show a low correlation.
.■.^ he'^ t're-iatloiis between the
two
they
item
scores are apparently not 
do miqht be expected to
scores on the teacher
Rating. Scale and the four sociometric scores were at best onl v
moderate. The main concern, however, is how well the teacher
ratinqs predict qroup placement, not specific sociometric scores. 
The reasoninq is that the social structure of the class is 
dependent on both affect and nomination scores, rather than anv 
sincHe sociometric score. For example, reiected children tend to 
receive manv neqative ratinqs and neqative nominations whOe 
isolates mav receive some neqative evaluations but few or no 
nominations. Nonetheless, some expected relationships occurred 
between the teacher ratinqs and the sociometric scores. For 
instance, it was anticipated that the positive and neqative
affect scores would be about equal in maqnitude but opposite in
siqn when related to the teacher ratinqs because affect is 
believed to be unidimensional, and this pattern was in fact 
observed.
The teacher items that had the hlahest correlations with the 
S0c*ometric data fe.q. fiqhts, teases, is defiant in the 
classroom, and is distracted from seboo^worki appears more 
salient to the teacher because thev affect the classroom 
situation. As a result of these behaviors beinq more noticeable 
to the teacher, their relationship to the teacher's ideas about 
popularity mav be more refined than behaviors that are less
sal tent, Tn fact, the items that have the lowest correlations 
with the sociometric scores f e.q. doesn*t talk to others# is 
fearful and/or afraid of new thinqs and waits to he approached hv 
othersV do not appear to he important behaviors for classroom 
order and thus are less likelv to he salient to the teacher. The 
teacher would he expected to he less aware of such hehaviors that 
might in turn relate to acceptance.
Surerisinqiv, the nine items that had the weakest 
associations with the affect scores also had the hiqhest factor 
loadings on Factors TI and TIT. This sugqests that teachers are 
more aware of the aggressive behaviors rather the than isolation 
and dependent hehaviors that underlie likeabHftv. 't’hi s 
awareness could also he due to salience. Agqressive hehaviors 
tend to he disruptive to the instructional process. Because 
these aqqressive behaviors are more noticeable, the teacher is 
likely to have a stronqer notion about the behaviors. 
Furthermore, the hiqhest correlations between neaative nomina* on 
scores and teacher ratinqs were on "annress i ve* items. 
Apparently, teachers are also more coqnizant of those tvoes of 
behaviors that underiie friendship.
The weak association between teacher ratinqs and nomination 
scores seems to indicate that teachers have difficulty in 
identifvinq behaviors related to heinq chosen as best friend or 
least liked classmate. Earlier studies attemptinq to develop 
assessment techniques qiven to teachers used friendship 
nominations as the criterion. The inability of teachers to
identify variables related) to friendship statusprohahiv accounts 
for the failure of these previous efforts, Tn this study, 
however, the problem was avoided bv eomparinq the teacher ratines 
to soeiometric croup rather than to friendship status a^one,
For the comparison a factor analysis of the teacher Hatinq 
Scale revealinq three orthoaonal factors. The items with the 
hiqhest loadinqs on Factor T fAqqression) not on^v dealt with 
physical and verbal aqqression hut also with behaviors which, 
thouqh not soeci ficaliv aqqressive, provoke aqqression. Factor 
TT (Isolation) seems to combine an unwii1i nqness to interact or 
to fcrv to interact with other children and behaviors that make a 
chil l an undesi rable piavmate. The de.finine i terns of Factor ITT 
(Dependence) concern the child's reliance on the teacher for 
qeneral support and for helo in difficult situations with peers. 
Beina fearful and afraid aiso aopears to he associated with this 
dependence factor.
Only the first two factors, Aqqression and Isolation, are 
siqnificant aeeordinq to the discriminant analysis. These two 
factors are able to discriminate low status children from other 
qroups def ined sociometrica4* ly. Factor T discriminated the 
reiected children and Factor TT, the isolates, from the other 
children in the class. nius, not only can teachers identify 
behaviors associated with unpopular i tv as a child, hut the 
teacher can also ident i fv behaviors that distinguish between the 
different tvpes of low status children.
The preceding evidence indicates that a^thouah teachers
can distinqiji sh between sociometric q roups, only a small
proportion of the var1a nee within the f i1i/e qroups is accounted
for by the three factors, 'The- remaininq variance could be due to 
influences that have no bearlnq on popularity and/or the method 
used to croup the children. Much of the variance within the 
three factors could be due to variables that are irrelevant to a 
child's social status. for example, a halo effect could be 
responsible for some of the factor variance. Research has 
already shown that teachers tend to overestimate the popularity 
of the students thev most prefer and underestimate the popularity 
of students thev 'east prefer (Groniund, 1950). furthermore, 
teachers mav vary markedly in how thev use the ratinq scale. 
Tbouqh the averaqe ratinq for every item was about the same, some 
teacher mav have used the whole scale while others used only 
portions of it. Some teachers mav tend to qive more extreme 
ratinqs whide others qive fairiv neutral ratinqs. The response 
selection of individual teachers is heinq investigated to 
discover if their possible response biases are potential sources 
of variance in the factors.
The small amount of explained variance in the factors mav 
also be due in part to the manner in which the eh^dren were 
qrouped rather than teacher bias. The decision to utilize the 
mean ratio score for each sociometric measure as cut-off points 
for qroupinas was purely arbitrary. Perhaps a more systematic 
clusterina techn’aue would account for more of the variance in 
the factors. Presently, blockmodeiiina is beinq implemented to
reqroup the chi i dren. ^hese new qrouninqs will then he compared 
to the factor structure of the teacher Ratinq Scale to determine 
i f a greater percentaqe of the factor variance can he accounted 
for usina this technique.
Several other analyses are also needed before a revised 
scale will be.available. A cross validation procedure is planned 
to reveal how well the factors predict qroup structure, the 
amount of variance in the qroups accounted for hv the factors 
will also be computed. Lastlv, the revised form of the scale, 
which will consist of the most powerful items, will he checked 
for its reliability and validity on a new samoie.
Once the final revised scale is available for use manv of 
the problems associated with current methods of assessment win 
be avoided. 'f’he teacher Ratinq Sea'*e in its present form 
required about a half hour to an hour to complete for an entire 
class. Since the revised version win probably contain less than 
half the number of items now included in the scale, teachers 
would need onlv a maximum of thirty minutes to evaluate every 
student. The assessment of a sinqle student would be a matter of 
minutes, Tn addition, use of the teacher Ratinq Scale avoids 
some of the ethical objections coneerninq soeiometric techniques. 
Tn this studv, six teachers refused to participate because fchev 
felt havinq the children q i ve neqative evaluations and 
nominations was ohtectionabie. Manv parents also questioned the 
procedure of havinq their children take oart in the collection of 
sociometric data. Few, if anv, questions related to ethics would
He raised if the r latino Scale was used to identify
unpopular chpdren*
Fi nai 1 v, the ah > H t •- to discr iminate between rejected and 
isolated children and other soeiomefric arouos can have important 
rami f icat ions for studies i nvest*aat i no the rel at ionshlos between 
behavior problems and childhood social status, and for the 
construction of oroorams that attempt to help unpopular children* 
Tn the oast, neither research nor interventions has d * st i nqu i shed 
between the two tvoes of low status children; Isolates and 
reiecteesv Tt mav be that only rejected children are more prone 
to develop later problems or the tvoes of problems that are 
Yikelv to develop differ for rejectees and isolates* 
Furthermore, the tvpes of traininq on peer interactions the that 
child receives should probahlv be different for each tvpe in 
order to maximi ze <*ai ns i n
fiqure 1
Fiqure cantion.
Grouo Assiqnment Based on Sociometr*c Data
Figure 1
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TABLE 1
Correlational Matrix for Sociometric Scores
Crossed with teacher Ratings*
i fcem number (+)affect (-) affect f-Mnom. (-) nom,
1 • 36 -.42 -.382 .16 -.15 .23
3 ,34 -.40 .21 -.25
4 .30 -.38 .21 -.305 .37 -.42 .14 -.35
6 .30 -.32 .23 -.17
7 .36 -.39 .17 -.22a .27 -.20 .24
9 .34 -.41 -.28
10 .35 -.39 .24 -.22
11 .33 -.34 .26 -.21
12 .19 -.20 .17 -.15
13 .30 -.40 -.2614 .14 -.16 .20 -.21
15 .26 -.22 .26
16 .36 -.30 .20 -.2117 .23 -.17 .18
IS -.17 .11 -.1519 .31 -.40 .13 -.33
20 — .02 .21
21 .24 -.24 .29
22 .34 -.24 .29 -.21
23 .33 -.34 .20 -.25
24 .42 -.44 .13 -.38
25 .31 -.32 .15 -.15
26 .33 -.35 .20 -.22
* D < .05, insignificant correlations have been deleted
see Appendix 2 for identification of items
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TABLE 3
Hiqhest Factor Loadinqs on the Factors 
From the teacher Rat*nq Scale
FACTOR I AGGRESSION
Item Number Description Loadi nq
24 fiqhts with others .83
5 is defiant in the classroom .77
l teases other children .76
9 verbali v threatens other 
children
.76
19 destroys other's propertv .74
16 hits, kicks, bites other 
children
.73
23 doesn't take turns usinq 
materials or tovs
.69
7 doesn't share tovs,qames, .67
materials
FACTOR II ISOLATION
20 doesn't talk to other 
children
.82
15 is apathetic and withdrawn .77
8 piavs alone .75
2 waits to be approached bv 
others
.68
25 is not affectionate .61
22 is miserable, tearful, 
unhappy or distressed
.60
6 frowns or qrimaces .60
17 iqnores overtures from 
other chiidren
.60
21 doesn't keen trvinq when 
plavinq qames
.60
FACTOR Tit DEPENDENCE
12 aopeais to teacher for help 
in conflict situations
.74
18 seeks to be near teacher .65
14 is fearful and/or afraid 
of new thinqs
.87
SI
“ABLE 4
Group Means niscr 
Group Number Factor I
1 -.54849
2 -.47664
3 .19369
4 .76685
5 .16098
mlnant fGanonicai) Scores
Factor II 
. 15905 
-.05532 
-.06081 
.11185 
-.14940
Group 1 * Positive Stars 
Group 2 • Positives 
Group 3 « Negatives 
Group 4 * Negative Stars 
Group 6 * Isolates
Factor I * Aggression 
Factor II • Isolation
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Appendix 1
Name
Not Like
©
Like to 
Play With
©
/ r y \
Apoendt* 2
TEACHER RATING SCALE
Teacher's Name_____________ _ _________  Child's Name
Date Race
School
The following item* deal with the ch ild 's  behavior at school. Please complete each item based on your own observations and impressions of the child during 
the past aonth.
I. teases other children 1 2 3 4  3 does not tease other children
1 2 3  4 5 in it ia te s  interactions withclassmates
1 2 3 4  S concentrates during class
1 2 3 4 S is open and honest with others
1 2 3 4 5  is  cooperative and compliantin the classroom
1 2 3 4 5  smiles
1 2 3 4 5  shares toys, games, materials
1 2 3 4 $  plays with other children
0* verbally threatens other 1 2 3 4 5 does not verbally three tan otherchildren children
10. is  "tuned out" 1 2 3 4 5 is  a lert
11. is  not helpful to other 1 2 3 4 5 is  helpful to other childrenchildren
12. appeals to teacher for 1 2 3 4 5  solves conflict situations onhelp in conflict situations his or her own
13. does not listen  to other 1 2 3 * 5  lis ten s  to other children vhenchildren when they are they are speaking to him or Herspeaking to him or her
2. waits to be approached by others
3. is  distracted from schoolwork
4. is  secretive about his or her a c t iv it ie s
5. is  defiant in the classroom
6. frowns or grimaces
2. does not share toys, games* materials
£» plays alone
14. is  fearful and/or afraid 1 2  3 4of new things is not fearful and/or afraid of mew
teacher Rating Scale (cont.)
15. is  apathetic and withdrawn l
16. h it s ,  kicks, b ites other children
l
17. ignores overture* from other children i
IS. seeks to be near teeeher 1
IS. destroys others' property i
20. does not talk to othar children
1
21. doea not keep on trying when playing in games
1
22. i s  miserable, tearfu l, unhappy or distressed
1
23. does not take turns using materials or toys
l
24. fights with othar children 1
25. i s  not a £factionstc 1
26. ta ttle #  on other children , 1
3 4 5  shows interest and p a r tic i­pates
3 4 5  does not h it , kick, biteother children
3 4 5  accepts approaches by otherchildren
3 4 5  is  independent of teacher
3 4 5 respects others'property
3 4 5  talks to other children
3 4 5  keeps on trying when playing gangs
3 4 5  is  content and happy
3 4 5  takes turns using materials or toys
3 4 5  does not fight with other children
3 4 5  is affectionate
3 4  5 doea net ta t t le  on otherchildren
2 -
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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